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Abstract—We study editorial decisions using anonymized submissions
matched to citations at four leading economics journals. We develop a
benchmark model in which editors maximize the expected quality of ac-
cepted papers and citations are unbiased measures of quality. We then gen-
eralize the model to allow different quality thresholds, systematic gaps be-
tween citations and quality, and a direct impact of publication on citations.
We find that referee recommendations are strong predictors of citations
and that editors follow these recommendations closely. We document two
deviations from the benchmark model. First, papers by highly published au-
thors receive more citations, conditional on the referees’ recommendations
and publication status. Second, recommendations of highly published ref-
erees are equally predictive of future citations, yet editors give their views
significantly more weight.

I. Introduction

EDITORIAL decisions at top academic journals help
shape the careers of young researchers and the direction

of research in a field. Yet remarkably little is known about
how these decisions are made. How informative are the ref-
eree recommendations that underlie the peer review process?
How do editors combine the referees’ advice with their own
reading of a paper and other prior information in deciding
whether to accept or reject it? Do referees and editors set
the same bar for established scholars as for younger or less
prolific authors?

We address these questions using anonymized data on
nearly 30,000 recent submissions to the Quarterly Journal of
Economics, the Review of Economic Studies, the Journal of
the European Economic Association, and this REVIEW. Our
data set includes information on the field(s) of each paper,
the recent publication records of the authors and referees,
whether the paper was desk rejected or sent to referees, sum-
mary recommendations of the referees, and the editor’s reject
or revise-and-resubmit decision. All submissions, regardless
of the editor’s decision, are matched to citations from Google
Scholar and the Social Science Citation Index.

These unique data allow us to significantly advance our
understanding of the decision process at scientific journals.
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Most previous research has focused on published papers or
aggregated submissions (Laband & Piette, 1994; Ellison,
2002; Hofmeister & Krapf, 2011; Card & DellaVigna, 2013;
Brogaard, Engelberg, & Parsons, 2014). While these studies
offer many insights, they cannot directly illuminate the trade-
offs that editors face since they lack comprehensive informa-
tion on accepted and rejected papers, including the referees’
opinions. A few studies have analyzed submissions data but
have focused on other issues, such as the strength of agree-
ment between referees (Welch, 2014), the effect of referee in-
centives (Hamermesh, 1994; Chetty, Saez, & Sandor, 2014),
or the impact of blind refereeing (Blank, 1991). Two studies
(Cherkashin et al., 2009 and Griffith, Kocherlakota, & Nevo,
2009) present broader analyses for two journals, though nei-
ther uses information on referee recommendations.

To guide our analysis, we propose a simple model of the
revise-and-resubmit (R&R) decision in which editors com-
bine the referees’ recommendations, the characteristics of a
paper and its authors, and their own private information to
determine which papers to invite for revision. As a starting
point, we assume that editors maximize the expected quality
of published papers and that quality is revealed by citations
(i.e., citation-maximizing behavior). While this benchmark
has some appeal, given the salience of impact factors to ed-
itors and publishers and the importance of citations for pro-
motions and salaries, it has at least three major limitations.1

First, the mere publication of a paper in a prestigious journal
may raise its citations, introducing a mechanical publication
bias. Second, editors may set higher or lower thresholds for
certain groups of authors.2 Third, even in the absence of ed-
itorial preferences, citations may be biased by differences in
citing practices across fields or by a tendency to cite well-
known authors (Merton, 1968).

We incorporate all three features in our modeling frame-
work and econometric specifications. First, we allow for a
direct impact of the R&R decision on ultimate citations. Us-
ing differences in R&R rates across editors at the same journal
(analogous to the judges’ design used in many recent stud-
ies), we develop a control function to separate the mechanical
effect of R&R status on citations from the signal contained

1See, Seglen (1997) for a discussion of impact factors, and Hamermesh,
Johnson, and Weisbrod (1982) and Hilmer, Ransom, and Hilmer (2015) for
analysis of how citations affect promotions and salaries in economics.

2Laband and Piette (1994), Medoff (2003), and Brogaard et al. (2014) all
find that submissions to economics journals by authors who are profession-
ally connected to the editor are more likely to be accepted, though they also
find that papers by connected authors receive more citations, suggesting that
the higher acceptance rate may be due to information rather than favoritism.
Li (2017) similarly finds that members of NIH review committees tend to
favor proposals in their own field but are better informed about these pro-
posals. In contrast, Fisman et al. (2018) find strong evidence of favoritism
in elections to the Chinese Academies of Engineering and Science.
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196 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

in the editor’s decision. We also develop, under weaker as-
sumptions, bounds for the impact of this mechanical effect
on our key results. Second, we allow referees and editors to
hold preferences for or against certain types of papers, relax-
ing the “citation-maximizing” objective. Finally, we allow
for the possibility that papers by certain authors (or in certain
fields) may receive more citations, holding quality constant.

We focus our main analysis on the R&R decision for non-
desk-rejected papers. Papers at the journals in our sample are
typically reviewed by two to four referees who provide sum-
mary evaluations ranging from Definitely Reject to Accept.
Consistent with a citation-maximizing benchmark, the ref-
eree recommendations are strongly predictive of citations: a
paper unanimously classified as Revise and Resubmit by the
referees has on average 240 log points more citations than
one they unanimously agree is Definitely Reject.

We also find that editors’ R&R decisions are heavily influ-
enced by the referees’ recommendations: the summary rec-
ommendations alone explain over 40% of the variation in
the R&R decision.3 Moreover, the relative weights that ed-
itors place on the fractions of referees with each summary
recommendation are nearly proportional to their coefficients
in a regression model for citations, as would be expected if
editors are trying to maximize expected citations.

While editors largely follow the referees, papers invited
for revision have significantly higher citations conditional on
the referee reports and other characteristics, suggesting that
editors have private information about the quality of papers.
Within our model, this implies a correlation of the editor’s
private quality signal with the unobserved determinants of
citations of 0.20.

Nevertheless, there are two important deviations from ci-
tation maximization. First, the referee recommendations are
not sufficient statistics for expected citations, even within
field. In particular, submissions from prolific authors receive
substantially more citations, controlling for referee recom-
mendations. For example, papers by authors with six or more
recent publications (in a set of general interest and field jour-
nals) have on average 100 log points more citations than pa-
pers with similar referee ratings by authors with no recent
publications. This gap is essentially unchanged when we use
a control function to adjust for any mechanical publication
bias and is only slightly smaller under an extreme bound. This
suggests that referees impose higher standards on papers by
prolific authors or that they discount the future citations that
will be received by these papers.

Editors’ R&R decisions reveal that they value papers by
prolific authors more than the referees, but only slightly so:
at all four journals, we find that editors undo at most one-
quarter of the penalty imposed by the referees. We conclude
that editors either agree with the referees that there should be
a higher bar for more prolific authors, or they agree with the

3Blank (1991) and Welch (2014) similarly show that editorial decisions
are highly related to the referees’ opinions.

referees that papers by these authors get too many citations,
conditional on quality.

The second key deviation regards the weight that editors
place on the recommendations of different referees. Mea-
suring informativeness by the strength of the correlation be-
tween recommendations and citations, we find that referees
with three or more recent publications are equally informa-
tive as referees with fewer publications. Nevertheless, editors
place significantly more weight on the recommendations of
referees with more publications. This finding is similar when
we allow the informativeness of referees to vary by journal
and by field of the paper and is not explained by how many
reports the referees have done for the editor.

Although our main focus is on the R&R decision, we also
analyze the desk rejection (DR) decision. Desk rejections
are increasingly common in economics, accounting for about
50% of submissions in our sample, yet little is known about
how these decisions are made. Editors appear to have sub-
stantial private information at the DR stage: conditional on
field, author publication record, and other factors, papers sent
for refereeing accumulate many more citations than the pa-
pers that are desk rejected. Even papers that end up rejected
after refereeing have 72 log points more citations on aver-
age than desk-rejected papers. Since both groups of papers
are ultimately rejected, this comparison bypasses concerns
about publication bias. As at the R&R stage, editors also ap-
pear to discount the expected citations for papers by more
prolific authors. Conditional on the probability of desk re-
jection, desk-rejected papers by prolific authors have higher
average citations than non-desk-rejected papers by authors
with no previous publications.

In the final part of the paper, we return to the interpreta-
tion of the two key deviations from the benchmark model.
Our finding that referees and editors act as if they undervalue
citations to papers by more prolific authors runs counter to
some earlier research and to the common perception that the
publication process is, if anything, biased in favor of promi-
nent scholars.4 In an attempt to disentangle the two competing
explanations for this finding, we conducted a survey of fac-
ulty and PhD students in economics, asking them to compare
matched pairs of papers in their field: one written by more
prolific authors, the other written by authors who at the time
of submission had few prior publications. We provide respon-
dents with the actual GS citations for each paper and ask them
to evaluate the appropriate citation ratio given the quality of

4See Lee et al. (2013) for a recent review of the literature outside eco-
nomics. In economics, most previous work has found surprisingly weak
evidence of such bias, or even evidence of a higher bar for prominent schol-
ars. Blank’s (1991) comparison of blind versus nonblind refereeing at the
American Economic Review showed that blind refereeing led to higher rela-
tive acceptance rates for submissions from authors at top-five schools, con-
sistent with a bias against these authors when their identities were known.
Smart and Waldfogel (1996) and Ellison (2011) find higher citations to pub-
lished articles by authors from top departments, controlling for the order
of publication in the journal and page length. Hofmeister and Krapf (2011)
find higher citations to articles from authors at top-ten institutions, condi-
tional on the editor’s decision on which Berkeley Electronic Press journal
the paper is published in.
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WHAT DO EDITORS MAXIMIZE? 197

the papers. Interestingly, our respondents’ preferred relative
citations for prolific authors are only 2% below their actual
relative citations (standard error = 5%). We interpret this as
evidence that the observed penalty on expected citations at
the R&R stage more likely reflects a higher bar for prolific
authors than a discount for the fact that their papers get too
many citations, conditional on quality.

We then turn to interpreting the second result, on the differ-
ential reliance of editors on prolific referees. One explanation
for this finding rests on incorrect beliefs: editors expect the
recommendations of highly published referees to be more in-
formative and therefore rely on them more. An alternative is
that editors want a quiet life: they find the recommendations
equally informative but are reluctant to ignore or overturn the
recommendations of prolific referees.

In order to provide evidence on the incorrect beliefs inter-
pretation, and more generally to assess how much is known
about editorial decision making, we collect forecasts as in
Della Vigna and Pope (2018) from a group of editors and as-
sociate editors at the Review of Economic Studies and a set of
faculty and graduate students. Editors are aware that they set
a higher bar for papers by prolific authors at the DR stage, a
pattern that faculty do not anticipate. Editors, faculty, and stu-
dents all believe that highly published referees are better able
to forecast citations than less published referees, providing
support for the biased beliefs interpretation.

In light of these results, we believe our findings pro-
vide insights into the editorial process—even for editors
themselves—and lay the groundwork for a deeper under-
standing of this process, at least in the upper-tier journals
in economics.

II. Model

To help organize our empirical analysis, we develop a styl-
ized model of the editorial decisions, focusing mostly on the
R&R stage. For simplicity, we ignore any stages after the
R&R verdict.

A. The Revise-and-Resubmit Decision

The key attribute of a paper is its quality q, which is only
partially observed by editors and referees. At the R&R stage,
the editor observes a set of characteristics of the paper and the
author(s), x1, as well as referee recommendations xR. Quality
is determined by an additive model,

log q = β0 + β1x1 + βRxR + φq, (1)

where the unobserved component (φq ) is normally distributed
with mean 0 and standard deviation σq. For the moment, we
ignore the possibility that the referee assessments may be
more or less informative depending on characteristics of the
referees or the paper, and that papers assigned to different
types of referees may have higher or lower quality (Hamer-

mesh, 1994, Bayar & Chemmanur, 2013). We come back to
both issues in our empirical model.

There are at least two possible explanations for the role
of observable characteristics in equation (1). One is that the
referees observe noisy signals of paper quality and simply re-
port their signals to the editor, rather than Bayesian estimates
of quality that incorporate any prior information contained in
x1. In this case, β1x1 can be interpreted as a scaled version of
the prior mean for quality.5 An alternative is that the referees
believe that papers with different characteristics should meet
different quality thresholds and adjust their recommendations
accordingly. In this case, β1x1 measures the differences in the
referees’ quality thresholds for different papers.

The editor observes a signal s, which is the sum of φq and
a normally distributed noise term ζ with standard deviation
σζ :

s = φq + ζ .

Conditional on s and x ≡ (x1, xR) the editor’s forecast of φq

is

E [φq|s, x] = As ≡ v,

where A = σ2
q/(σ2

q + σ2
ζ ). This is an optimally shrunk version

of the editor’s private signal and is normally distributed with
standard deviation σv = A1/2σq and correlation ρvq = A1/2

with φq. The editor’s expectation of the paper’s quality is
therefore

E [log q|s, x] = β0 + β1x1 + βRxR + v. (2)

With this forecast in hand, the editor then decides whether
to reject the paper. A natural benchmark is that the editor
selects papers for which expected quality is above a threshold.
Assuming v has a constant variance, he or she should give
a positive decision (RR = 1) for papers with E [log q|s, x] ≥
τ0, where τ0 is a fixed threshold that depends on the target
acceptance rate.6 This acceptance rate τ0 will depend on the
journal and year, accounting, for example, for different R&R
rates across the journals and years. An editor who accepts
papers with the highest chance of exceeding a given quality
threshold would follow the same rule.7

5To see this, assume there is one referee who observes a noisy signal
sR, and that the prior mean for quality is ψ1x1. The posterior mean of
quality is λsR + (1 − λ)ψ1x1, where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a shrinkage factor that
reflects the noise in sR. If the referee reports her signal to the editor, then
β1 = (1 − λ)ψ1. We thank Glenn Ellison for this point.

6Assuming that editors face a constraint on the number of papers pub-
lished, they will maximize the average quality of accepted papers by ac-
cepting a paper if and only if its expected quality exceeds some threshold T .
If log q is normally distributed with mean M and variance V conditional on
(s, x), then expected quality is exp(M + V/2), which will exceed a given
threshold T if and only if M ≥ τ0 ≡ log T − V/2. We have found little evi-
dence of heteroskedasticity in the residual from a regression of log citations
on measures of x1 and xR.

7Since the editor’s posterior is normal, the expected probability of exceed-

ing a quality threshold q∗ is �
[

β0−log(q∗ )+β1x1+βRxR

σv

]
. Selecting papers for
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198 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

More generally, however, the editor may impose a thresh-
old that varies with the characteristics of the paper or the
authors. To allow this possibility, we assume

RR = 1 ⇐⇒ β0 + β1x1 + βRxR + v ≥ τ0 + τ1x1, (3)

where τ1 = 0 corresponds to the situation where the editor
cares only about expected quality. As in a canonical ran-
dom preference model (McFadden, 1973), the revise-and-
resubmit decision is deterministic as far as the editor is con-
cerned. From the point of view of outside observers, however,
randomness arises because of the realization of s. Under our
normality assumptions, the R&R decision conditional on x is
described by a probit model,

P [RR = 1|x] = �

[
β0 − τ0 + (β1 − τ1)x1 + βRxR

σv

]
(4)

= � [π0 + π1x1 + πRxR] ,

where π0 = (β0 − τ0)/σv , π1 = (β1 − τ1)/σv , and πR =
βR/σv .

We assume that cumulative citations (c) to a paper, which
are observed some time after the editor’s decision, reflect a
combination of quality and other factors summarized in η:8

log c = log q + η.

The simplest assumption is that η depends only how long
a paper has been circulating. In this case, citations form a
perfect index of quality apart from an adjustment for the age
of the paper. More generally, citations can also depend on
factors like the field of a paper and the track record of the
author(s)—variables included in the vector x1—as well as
on the R&R decision made by the editor and other random
factors captured in an error component φη:

η = η0 + η1x1 + ηRRRR + φη. (5)

The coefficient ηRR measures any mechanical bias arising be-
cause R&R papers are likely to be published sooner (and in a
higher-ranked journal) than those that are rejected. Combin-
ing equations (5) and (1) leads to a simple model for citations,

log c = β0 +η0 + (β1 +η1)x1 + βRxR +ηRRRR +φq +φη

= λ0 + λ1x1 + λRxR + λRRRR + φ, (6)

where λ0 = β0 + η0, λ1 = β1 + η1,λR = βR, λRR = ηRR,

and φ = φq + φη.

When η is constant across papers (η1 = ηRR = 0) we can
recover β1 and βR from a regression of citations on paper

which this probability exceeds a certain bound leads to the same decision
rule as choosing those for which E [log q|s, x] is above a certain threshold.

8As we discuss in the online appendix, this can be easily generalized to
log c = θ(log q + η), which allows a convex or concave mapping between
quality and citations.

characteristics and referee recommendations and potentially
compare these coefficients to those estimated from the R&R
probit model. More generally, however, the coefficient λ1 in
equation (6) will reflect both quality (q) and η. Moreover,
OLS estimation of equation (6) poses a problem because RR
status is endogenous and will be positively correlated with the
error component φ to the extent that editors’ private signals
are informative about quality.

To recover consistent estimates of λ1, λR, and λRR, we
assume that different editors have different quality thresh-
olds (i.e., different values of τ0) but that the particular editor
assigned to a paper has no effect on citations. In this case,
following the judge assignment approach (Dahl, Kostøl, &
Mogstad, 2014), we can use the R&R rate for other papers
handled by the same editor as a variable that shifts the thresh-
old for R&R but has no independent effect on citations.

For our main specifications, we augment equation (6) with
a control function that represents the generalized residual
from the editor’s RR decision model (Heckman & Robb,
1985). Specifically, we first fit a probit model for the R&R
decision, including x1,xR, and the instrumental variable z
formed by the leave-out mean R&R rate of the specific editor.
We then form an estimate of the generalized residual r from
the R&R probit model,

r = (RR − � [π(x, z)]) φ [π(x, z)]

� [π(x, z)] (1 − � [π(x, z)])
,

where φ(·) and �(·) are the standard normal density and
distribution functions, respectively, and

π(x, z) = π0 + π1x1 + πRxR + πzz

is a linear index function of x and the instrumental variable z.
Finally, we include r̂ (the estimate of r) in the citation model:

log c = λ0 + λ1x1 + λRxR + λRRRR + λr r̂ + φ′. (7)

The inclusion of r̂ absorbs any endogeneity bias in RR status.
Moreover, the estimate of λr provides a measure of the corre-
lation ρvφ between the editor’s private signal (v) and the unob-
served determinants of citations (φ) since plim λ̂r = ρvφσφ.

In the special case where φη = 0 (there is no additional noise
in realized citations) ρvφ = ρvq, and we can use the estimate
of λr to estimate the informativeness of the editor’s signal.
Otherwise, the implied correlation will tend to underestimate
ρvq because citations contain an extra component of noise.
In the online appendix, we present maximum likelihood es-
timates that estimate the R&R probit and the citation model
jointly: these are very close to the two-step estimates.

Two concerns with this procedure are that the identity of
the editor assigned to a paper may affect citations (controlling
for journal and field) or that our functional form assumptions
are incorrect. In either case, the estimated coefficients for x1

and xR will be potentially biased. To address these concerns,
we derive an upper bound and reestimate equation (7) without
including r̂, thereby ignoring the likely endogeneity of RR.
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WHAT DO EDITORS MAXIMIZE? 199

Interpreting the effects of referee recommendations and pa-
per characteristics. In our analysis, we estimate the R&R
decision model and the citation model—equations (4) and
(7)—and then compare the relative effects of paper character-
istics on the probability of an R&R verdict and on citations.
As a starting point, consider a benchmark model with two
simplifying assumptions:

A1: the editor only cares about quality (τ1 = 0).

A2: Citations are unbiased measures of quality (η1 = 0).

Under these assumptions a comparison of equations (4) and
(7) shows that the editor’s weights in the R&R decision rule
will be strictly proportional to the weights in the citation
model:

P1: π1 = λ1/σv , πR = λR/σv .

If we graph the estimates (π̂1, π̂R) from the R&R probit
against the estimates (̂λ1, λ̂R) from the citation model, the
points will lie on a line that passes through the origin with
slope 1/σv .

Dropping either A1 or A2 allows for systematic depar-
tures between the relative effect of x1 and xR on the probabil-
ity of an R&R versus observed citations. In either case, the
referee recommendation variables will still affect citations
and the R&R decision proportionally, so the coefficients π̂R

and λ̂R will continue to lie on a positively sloped line with
slope 1/σv . Now, however, the coefficients of the x1 vari-
ables may lie above or below this line. For a characteristic
that leads the editor to impose a higher (lower) R&R thresh-
old, the corresponding pair of coefficients (π̂1k, λ̂1k ) will fall
below (above) the reference line plotting the π̂R coefficients
against the λ̂R coefficients. Similarly, for a paper character-
istic that leads to more (fewer) citations conditional on the
paper quality, the corresponding pair of coefficients will fall
below (above) the reference line. The two alternative expla-
nations for any nonproportional effects can be distinguished
only if we measure the relationship between quality and cita-
tions, which our survey of expert readers attempts to uncover.

Regardless of the source of nonproportionality, we can
quantify the net citation penalty or premium imposed by ed-
itors on papers with a given characteristic. Consider the kth
element of the vector x1, and let π1k represent the coeffi-
cient of this characteristic in the R&R probit model. Under a
citation-maximizing benchmark, τ1k = η1k = 0, and the co-
efficient of this characteristic in the citation model would be
λ1k = π1kσv . More generally, the difference between the co-
efficient in the citation model and the expected coefficient
under citation-maximizing behavior is

λ1k − π1kσv = τ1k + η1k ≡ θ1k. (8)

The term θ1k measures the excess effect of the kth charac-
teristic on citations relative to the benchmark posed by the
editor’s decision rule. We refer to this gap as the editor’s
citation penalty for papers with characteristic x1k . We can es-
timate the θ1k coefficients for key paper characteristics (such

as an author’s previous publication record) by jointly esti-
mating the R&R probit and the citation model and imposing
the proportionality assumption πR = λR/σv for the effect of
the referee recommendations, yielding an estimate of σv .

B. The Desk Reject Decision

At the earlier desk-rejection stage, the only observable in-
formation is x1. In the online appendix, we develop a simple
model that closely parallels our model for the R&R decision
illustrating how editorial preferences or systematic biases in
citations as measures of quality determine the relative effects
of x1 on future citations and the probability of non-desk-
rejection (NDR).

Under citation maximization, expected citations should be
the same for any two papers with the same probability of
NDR by a given editor. Expected citations, conditional on
x1 and NDR (NDR = 1), should be a function only of the
probability of NDR, p(x1),

E
[
log c|x1, NDR = 1

] = G(p(x1)), (9)

where G(·) is a strictly increasing continuous function. Equa-
tion (9) leads to a simple test for the citation-maximizing
hypothesis: we fit a model for the probability of NDR, then
classify papers into cells based on their propensity to receive
an NDR verdict, and compare average citations for papers
with different values of an individual covariate (such as the
author’s previous publication record).9 Under citation maxi-
mization, p(x1) is a sufficient statistic for expected citations,
and there should be no difference in expected citations for pa-
pers in a cell. If, instead, editors are using a different threshold
for different authors or citations are a biased measure of qual-
ity, then we expect to see differences in expected citations for
papers with the same NDR propensity.

III. Data

A. Data Assembly

We obtained permission from the four journals to assem-
ble an anonymized data set of submissions with informa-
tion on the year of submission, approximate field (based on
JEL codes at submission), the number of coauthors and their
recent publication records, the summary recommendations
of each referee (if the paper was reviewed), the publication
record of each referee, an (anonymized) identifier for the ed-
itor handling the paper,10 citation information from Google
Scholar (GS) and the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI),

9This test is similar to the tests for discrimination by police officers—for
example, Knowles, Persico, and Todd (2001).

10Our access agreement with this REVIEW did not allow us to retain editor
identifiers, but we were allowed to retain an indicator for higher- and lower-
tenure editors, which we use to form two groups of editors. For the other
journals, we combine editors who handled very few papers.
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200 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

and the editor’s decisions regarding desk rejection and R&R
status.11

All four journals use the Editorial Express (EE) software
system, which stores information in standardized files that
can be accessed by a user with managing editor permissions.
We developed a program that extracted information from the
EE files, queried the GS system, and merged publication his-
tories for each author and referee from a database of pub-
lications in major journals (described below). The program
was run on a stand-alone computer under the supervision
of an editorial assistant and created an anonymized output
file that is stripped of all identifying information, including
paper titles, author names, referee names, and exact submis-
sion dates. For additional protection, the citation counts and
publication records of authors are also top-coded.12 We con-
structed our data sets for the this REVIEW (REStat) and the
Quarterly Journal of Economics (QJE) in April 2015, and
the data set for the Review of Economic Studies (REStud) in
September 2015. The data set for the Journal of the European
Economic Association (JEEA) was constructed over several
months up to and including September 2015.

B. Summary Statistics

We have information on all new submissions (excluding
revisions) to each of the four journals from their date of adop-
tion of the EE system until the end of 2013, allowing at least
sixteen months for the accrual of citations before citations
are measured. As shown in table 1, we have data beginning
in 2005 for the QJE (N = 10,824) and REStud (N = 8,335),
beginning in 2006 for REStat (N = 5,767), and beginning in
2003 for JEEA (N = 4,946).

As table 1 and figure 1a show, desk rejections are more
common at the QJE and REStat (60% and 54% of initial
submissions, respectively) than at REStud or JEEA (20%
and 24%, respectively). The R&R rate is lowest at the QJE
(4%) and highest at REStat (12%).13

Figure 1b and columns 6 to 10 of table 1 provide infor-
mation on a key input to the editorial process: the referee
recommendations for papers that are not desk-rejected. The
EE system allows referees to enter one of eight summary rec-
ommendations ranging from Definitely Reject to Accept.14

The modal recommendation is Reject at all four journals. Be-

11The data set does not include any information on demographic charac-
teristics of the authors or referees such as age, year of highest degree, or
gender and does not track authors or referees across papers.

12The top-code limit for citations is 200 for REStud and 500 in the other
journals. We adjust for the lower top code at REStud using an imputation
procedure based on the mean of citations at the other journals for papers
that are above the REStud topcode. We also will show that accounting for
the censoring does not change the results.

13We have information on final publication status only for REStud and
JEEA. Among papers submitted up to 2011, the publication rate for papers
with a positive R&R verdict was approximately 90% at JEEA and 75% at
REStud.

14We combine the top two categories, Conditionally Accept and Accept,
which are rare, into the Accept category.

tween 54% (REStat) and 73% (QJE) of all recommendations
are Definitely Reject or Reject.15

We use the JEL codes provided by the author(s) to deter-
mine whether the paper belongs to one of fifteen field cate-
gories listed in table 1. To account for multiple field codes,
we set the indicator for a field equal to 1/J where J is the
number of fields to which the paper is assigned. The most
common fields are labor, macro, and micro.

To measure prior publications, we built a database of all
articles published between 1991 and 2014 in 35 high-quality
journals (including the leading general interest journals and
the top field journals for a majority of fields; see online ap-
pendix table 1). We then merge authors to this database and
count the number of papers published in a five-year win-
dow ending in each year from 1995 to 2013.16 For papers
with multiple authors, we take the highest publication count
among all coauthors, setting the count to 0 if we find no pre-
vious publications. We also record the number of coauthors,
since this variable is highly correlated with citations (Card &
DellaVigna, 2013).

As shown in table 1 and figure 1c, 46% of papers in our
overall sample were submitted by author teams with no pre-
vious publications (or whose names could not be matched
to our publication database), while 17% were submitted by
authors with four or more publications. Submissions at the
QJE tend to come from the most prolific authors, followed
by REStud, then REStat and JEEA. We follow a similar
procedure to assign publication records to referees. As fig-
ure 1d shows, referees tend to have more publications than
authors.

We recorded the number of citations received by a paper as
of April 2015 for QJE and REStat and as of August 2015 for
REStud and JEEA. For our main measure, we use GS, which
provides information regardless of whether a manuscript is
published. This is particularly important in our context be-
cause we are measuring citations for some of the papers in our
sample only two to three years after the paper was submitted,
and we want to minimize any mechanical bias arising be-
cause papers that are rejected take some time to be published
in other outlets or may never be published. As a robustness
check, we also use counts of citations from the SSCI, which
are reported in GS but are available only for published papers
(and count citations only in other published works).

We merge citation counts to papers as follows. First, we ex-
tract a paper’s title from EE and query GS using the allintitle
function, which requires all words in the EE title to be con-
tained in the GS title. We capture the top ten entries under
the allintitle search and verify that a given GS entry has at
least one author surname in common with the authors in EE.

15Table 3 in Welch (2014) shows the distributions of referee recommen-
dations at six economics journals (including the QJE and five others) and
two finance journals. These distributions are quite similar to the ones in our
data.

16We also calculate the number of publications in these same journals in
years 6 to 10 before submission and the number of publications in the top
five economics journals in the five years before submission.
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TABLE 1.—SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS AND NON-DESK-REJECTED PAPERS

All Papers Non-Desk-Rejected Papers

Journals in Sample: All QJE REStat JEEA REStud All QJE REStat JEEA REStud
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Google Scholar citations
Asinh citations 2.11 2.19 2.03 2.23 1.99 2.74 3.21 2.62 2.47 2.57

(1.86) (1.95) (1.76) (1.82) (1.81) (1.84) (1.88) (1.76) (1.83) (1.78)
Editorial decisions

Not desk-rejected 0.58 0.40 0.46 0.76 0.8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Received R&R decision 0.08 0.04 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.15 0.11 0.26 0.14 0.13

Author publications in 35 high-impact journals
Publications: 0 0.46 0.46 0.48 0.45 0.44 0.32 0.24 0.38 0.39 0.30
Publications: 1 0.17 0.16 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.17 0.16 0.20 0.18 0.16
Publications: 2 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.12
Publications: 3 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.12
Publications: 4-5 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.11 0.11 0.15
Publications: 6+ 0.09 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.09 0.09 0.14

Number of authors
1 author 0.37 0.38 0.30 0.34 0.42 0.30 0.26 0.27 0.31 0.35
2 authors 0.39 0.38 0.41 0.42 0.38 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.42
3 authors 0.19 0.19 0.23 0.20 0.17 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.19
4 or more authors 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.04

Field of paper
Development 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04
Econometrics 0.07 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.09
Finance 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.07
Health, urban, law 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.03
History 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
International 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05
Industrial organization 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06
Lab/experiments 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
Labor 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.11 0.12 0.09
Macro 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.11
Micro 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.10 0.13
Public 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.05
Theory 0.09 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.17 0.10 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.19
Unclassified 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04
Missing Field 0.11 0.02 0.30 0.23 0.02 0.10 0.01 0.33 0.20 0.01

Referee recommendations
Fraction definitely reject 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.14
Fraction reject 0.54 0.60 0.44 0.50 0.56
Fraction with no recommendation 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.05
Fraction weak R&R 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.10
Fraction R&R 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.11 0.09
Fraction strong R&R 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.03
Fraction accept 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.03

Referee publications in 35 high-impact journals
Share of referees with three or more publications per paper 0.44 0.46 0.36 0.39 0.50
Years 2003–13 2005–13 2006–13 2003–13 2005–13 2003–13 2005–13 2006–13 2003–13 2005–13

Number of observations 29,872 10,824 5,767 4,946 8,335 15,177 4,195 2,391 3,280 5,311

The table presents information on mean characteristics of all submitted papers (columns 1–5), and for non-desk-rejected papers (columns 6–10). The sample of non-desk-rejected papers also excludes papers with
only one referee assigned. Author publications are based on publications in a set of 35 high-impact journals (online appendix table 1) in the five years prior to submission. In the case of multiple authors, the measure
is the maximum over all coauthors. Field is based on JEL codes at paper submission. Indicators of fields for a paper that lists N codes are set to 1/N . For example, a paper with JEL codes that match labor and theory
will be coded 0.5 for labor and 0.5 for theory.

Then the GS and SSCI citation counts for all entries with
a matching name are summed to determine total citations.
Thus, we add the citations accrued in working paper format
and in the final publication as long as the paper title is the
same. Papers with no match in Google Scholar are coded as
having no citations.17

Working with citations raises two issues. First, citation
counts are highly skewed: about 30% of submitted papers
have no citations, with an even higher rate among recent

17Our main results are robust to dropping from the analysis papers with
no match in GS.

submissions. Second, citations rise over time. For our main
specifications we use the inverse hyperbolic sine (asinh) of
the citation count and include journal-year fixed effects. The
asinh function closely parallels the natural logarithm func-
tion when there are two or more citations, but is well de-
fined at zero. Online appendix figure 1 shows the distribution
of asinh(citat ions) in our sample, with a spike at 0 (corre-
sponding to 30% of papers with 0 cites) and another mode
at around 3 (corresponding to around 10 cites). Under this
specification, we can interpret the coefficients of our models
as proportional effects relative to submissions from the same
journal-year cohort (i.e., as measuring log point effects).
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202 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

FIGURE 1.—SUMMARY STATISTICS

The figure displays a few key summary statistics by journal. (a) The distribution of the editor’s decision. (b) The distribution of referee recommendations. (c) The distribution of author publications in 35 high-impact
journals in the five years leading up to submission for the papers in our data set. The unit of observation is a paper, and for papers with multiple coauthors, we take the maximum publications among coauthors. (d) The
parallel number for referees.

IV. Empirical Results

We now present estimates of the citation process, the ref-
eree recommendations, and the editorial decisions, following
the model in section II.

A. Models for Citations and the R&R Decision

Summarizing referee opinions. How informative are ref-
eree recommendations about future citations? We consider
the 15,177 papers that were not desk-rejected and were as-
signed to at least two referees. This choice reflects the fact that
in many cases, assignment to a single referee is equivalent to
desk rejection.18

Figure 2a shows how asinh of the number of citations is
related to individual referee recommendations. We take each
paper/referee combination as an observation and calculate
mean citations by the referee’s summary recommendation,
weighting observations by the inverse of the number of ref-
eree recommendations for the associated paper. There is a
strong, positive association between referee recommenda-

18In particular, papers at REStud assigned to only one referee have a 99%
rejection rate. We therefore exclude the 2,264 papers assigned to one ref-
eree, though the estimated coefficients in our main models are very similar
regardless of whether we include or exclude these papers at all journals or
only at REStud.

tions and citations, though the effect is somewhat nonlinear,
with a relatively large jump between Definitely Reject and
Reject, and a negligible change between Strong Revise and
Resubmit and Accept. The slope of the relationship is quite
similar across journals, suggesting a similar degree of ref-
eree informativeness across journals. The levels of the cita-
tion measure differ, however, with the highest citation levels
at the QJE, reflecting differences in the submission pool, the
desk-rejection rate, and the effectiveness of the desk-rejection
decision.19

How do citations vary with the collective opinions of the
entire team of referees? Online appendix figure 3a presents
a heat map of mean citations for papers with two reports for
the 7 × 7 = 49 possible cells for the two recommendations.20

The figure reveals that average citations depend on the aver-
age opinions of the referees. For example, papers receiving
two Reject recommendations have a mean asinh(citations)
of 2.5, while papers with two Strong R&R recommenda-
tions have a mean of 4.1. Papers with one Reject and one
Strong R&R fall in the middle, with a mean of 3.2. We find

19Online appendix figures 2a to 2c show similar patterns for alternative
citation measures.

20The referees’ recommendations are modestly positively correlated, with
rank-order correlations of around 0.25 for two-referee papers. Welch (2014)
shows similar correlations for referee recommendations.
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FIGURE 2.—REFEREE RECOMMENDATIONS VERSUS CITATIONS AND R&R RATE

(a) The weighted asinh (citations) of Google Scholar citations for a paper receiving a given recommenda-
tion. (b) The weighted R&R rate for a paper receiving a given recommendation. The unit of observation is
a referee report, so, for example, the value of the Accept category should be interpreted as the R&R rate
for papers with (at least one) referee recommending Accept, taking into account that the other referee(s)’
recommendations likely differ. Observations are weighted by the inverse of the number of referee reports
for the paper to ensure that each paper receives equal weight. Standard errors are clustered at the paper
level.

similar evidence for papers with three reports (online ap-
pendix figure 3c).

In light of this evidence, we summarize the recommen-
dations using the fractions of recommendations for a given
paper in each of the seven categories. For example, if a paper
has two referees recommending Reject and one referee rec-
ommending Weak R&R, then the fractions are 2/3 for Reject,
1/3 for Weak R&R, and 0 for all other categories. We gen-
eralize this approach below to allow for potential differences
in the weight given to different referees.

Column 1 in table 2 reports the estimates of an OLS regres-
sion model for asinh(citations) that includes journal × year
fixed effects and the fractions of reports in each category. The
estimates show a strong correlation between average referee
evaluations and mean citations, with larger coefficients than
implied by the slopes in figure 2a. This reflects the fact that

the coefficients in the regression model measure the effect of
having all referees unanimously select a given recommenda-
tion, whereas the figure measures the effect for only a single
referee.

To document the validity of our averaging specification, we
return to the subsample of papers with two reports and show
in online appendix figure 3b that the predicted citations from
the model in column 1 of table 2 are very similar to the actual
citations in online appendix figure 3a. The model also does
well for papers with three reports (online appendix figures
3c and 3d). Moreover, as shown in online appendix table
2, when we compare the coefficients of the referee category
variables for papers with two, three, and at least four referees,
the coefficients are remarkably similar.

Other determinants of citations. Next we consider other
determinants of citations: the recent publication record of
the authors, the number of authors, and the field of the paper.
Without controlling for referee recommendations, these vari-
ables are strong predictors of citations (column 2 of table 2).
An increase in the number of author publications from zero
to four or five, for example, raises citations by 111 log points,
a large (and highly statistically significant) effect. The effect
of the number of authors is not as large, though still sizable
(and highly significant). Relative to a single-authored paper,
a paper with three coauthors has 25 log points more citations.
There are also systematic differences acoss fields (online ap-
pendix table 3), consistent with patterns for published papers
(e.g., Card & DellaVigna, 2013): papers in theory and econo-
metrics have the lowest citations, and papers in international
and experimental economics have the highest citations.

Column 3 in table 2 presents a specification with both ref-
eree recommendations (xR in our notation) and the other con-
trols (x1). The referee variables remain highly significant pre-
dictors, with coefficients attenuated by about 15% relative to
the specification in column 1. Importantly, the other controls
also remain significant in the joint model, though smaller in
magnitude than in the specification in column 2. For exam-
ple, papers by authors with four or five recent publications
have about 85 log points higher citations than those with
no recent publications, controlling for the recommendations,
versus about 111 log points without controlling for xR. There
are similar effects for papers with more coauthors and papers
in more-cited fields.

Mechanical publication bias. So far, we have neglected
the potential for a mechanical publication bias: papers that
receive an R&R may accumulate more citations, conditional
on quality, because the publication itself increases visibility
or provides a signal. This bias could lead us to overstate the
impact of the determinants of citations. Positive referee rec-
ommendations may be correlated with citations not (only)
because referees capture the paper quality, but because pos-
itive reports increase the probability that a paper obtains an
R&R, which itself increases citations.
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TABLE 2.—MODELS FOR REALIZED CITATIONS AND REVISE-AND-RESUBMIT DECISION

Probit for Probit Models for Receiving
OLS Models for Asinh of Google Tobit, Top 2% Revise-and-Resubmit

Scholar Citations Asinh Cites Cites Decision

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Fractions of referee recommendations
Reject 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.33 0.87 0.87

(0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.12) (0.16) (0.16)
No recommendation 1.26 1.02 1.01 0.89 1.00 0.55 2.79 2.74

(0.12) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.21) (0.17) (0.18)
Weak R&R 1.78 1.49 1.47 1.33 1.48 0.70 3.16 3.17

(0.10) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.10) (0.17) (0.16) (0.17)
R&R 2.37 1.97 1.92 1.57 1.91 0.76 4.64 4.63

(0.10) (0.09) (0.13) (0.08) (0.13) (0.21) (0.20) (0.21)
Strong R&R 2.76 2.34 2.27 1.79 2.27 0.95 5.58 5.58

(0.15) (0.13) (0.22) (0.13) (0.22) (0.26) (0.21) (0.21)
Accept 2.78 2.39 2.33 1.86 2.35 1.15 5.39 5.37

(0.13) (0.12) (0.19) (0.12) (0.20) (0.25) (0.21) (0.21)
Author publications in 35 high-impact journals

1 publication 0.40 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.20 0.25 0.04
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.12) (0.04) (0.05)

2 publications 0.66 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.50 0.32 0.36 0.16
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.08) (0.05) (0.07)

3 publications 0.87 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.47 0.54 0.26
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.08) (0.05) (0.07)

4–5 publications 1.11 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.55 0.67 0.31
(0.06) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.10) (0.05) (0.07)

6 or more publications 1.34 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.02 0.78 0.85 0.45
(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.09) (0.06) (0.08)

Number of authors
2 authors 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.22 −0.03 −0.12 −0.05

(0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.06)
3 authors 0.25 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.03 −0.15 −0.01

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.05) (0.07)
4 or more authors 0.42 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.16 −0.04 0.08

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.10) (0.08) (0.08)
R&R indicator 0.07 0.57 0.10 0.34

(mechanical publication effect) (0.14) (0.06) (0.14) (0.19)
Control function for selection 0.32 0.31 0.10

(value-added of the editor) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09)
Editor leave-out-mean R&R rate 2.91

(0.74)
Controls for field of paper No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Indicators for journal-year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 / pseudo-R2 0.20 0.20 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.08 0.16 0.48 0.07 0.49

See notes to table 1. The sample for all models is 15,177 non-desk-rejected papers with at least two referees assigned. All models include indicators for journal-year cohort. Dependent variable for OLS models
in columns 1–6 is asinh of Google Scholar citations. The dependent variable in column 7 is still asinh of citations, but we model the censoring of citations at 500 (200 for REStud) usting a tobit specification. The
dependent variable in probit models in columns 8–10 is an indicator for receiving revise-and-resubmit decision. The control function for selection in columns 4, 6, and 7 are calculated using predicted probabilities
based on column 10. Our confidentiality agreement at REStat did not include access to editor information, except to record whether the editor is in years 1–3 of tenure or 4 or more. We treat each year*tenure group as
an “editor,” allowing two groups of editors in each year. Standard errors clustered by editor in parentheses.

Under the assumptions of the model, we can address this
issue with specification (7). In column 4, we include an in-
dicator for R&R, as well as a control function for the selec-
tion into the R&R stage, using as an instrumental variable
the leave-out mean R&R rate of the editor. (This selection
equation, which we discuss below, is reported in column 10
of table 2.) The coefficient on the R&R indicator gives the
mechanical publication effect (in log points), while the co-
efficient on the control function provides a measure of the
“value” of the editor’s signal.

The estimated coefficient for the control function is pos-
itive and significant (t ≈ 4). Given the residual variance of
citations (σφ ≈ 1.6), the 0.32 point estimate implies a corre-
lation of the unobservable determinants of the editor’s deci-
sion with the unobserved component of citations of around

0.2. The coefficient on the R&R dummy of 0.07 (SE = 0.14)
indicates that the mechanical effect of an R&R is to increase
citations by just 7 log points, though we cannot rule out an
effect as large as 35 log points. In interpreting this estimate,
we stress that many of the papers receiving an R&R in our
sample were not published by the time we collected cita-
tions in mid-2015 and not all journals in our sample would
be expected to have a sizable publication effect relative to
alternative outlets. Importantly, the coefficients on the other
variables are barely affected. This suggests that any biases
arising from mechanical publication effects are small.

A reasonable objection to this specification is that it relies
on the assumption that a particular editor has no direct ef-
fect on citations. To probe the robustness of our conclusions,
we use the bounding approach described above and include
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the R&R dummy while excluding the control function. This
yields an upper-bound estimate of ηR = 0.57 (column 5 of
table 2). Even under this extreme assumption, the coefficients
on the other key variables are only modestly affected: the
coefficients of the referee recommendations are about 20%
smaller than those in column 3, while the coefficients of the
author publication variables are 2% to 3% smaller.

Online appendix table 4 presents a series of additional
checks on the publication effect. We expect a larger publi-
cation bias for submissions in the early years of our sam-
ple, since these papers had more time to benefit from pub-
lication, and also for higher-impact journals. As column 2
shows, the mechanical publication effect is indeed 50 log
points larger for earlier submissions than for later submis-
sions and is larger for the highest-impact journal, the QJE,
than for the other journals. Reassuringly, the informativeness
of the editor’s signal is instead similar across journals and
cohorts (column 3). Importantly, the other coefficients in the
model are highly robust.

We interpret these results as confirming that there are in-
deed positive effects of receiving an R&R on subsequent cita-
tions, particularly at the QJE and for papers reviewed earlier.
On average, though, this effect is not particularly large, and it
does not affect our conclusions regarding the relative size of
other determinants of citations, even under an upper-bound
assumption. In the rest of the paper, we therefore adopt as
benchmark the simpler specification in table 2.

The Revise-and-Resubmit Decision. We now turn to the
predictors of the R&R decision. Figure 2b (which is con-
structed like figure 2a using paper × referee observations)
shows that the probability of an R&R decision is strongly
increasing in the recommendation of any one referee. Notice
that the probability of R&R rises only to 0.4 or 0.6 even for
a Strong R&R or Accept recommendation because this rela-
tionship does not condition on the recommendations in other
reports. This also explains why the relationship is flatter for
the QJE where, on average, editors use more referees.

To examine how editors aggregate multiple recommenda-
tions, online appendix figure 4a displays a heat map of the
probability of an R&R verdict for all 49 possible combina-
tions of the recommendations when there are two referees.
This probability is essentially 0 with two Reject recommen-
dations, rises to 25% with two Weak R&R recommendations,
and to 80% or more with two Revise and Resubmit recom-
mendations. Along similar lines, Welch (2014) shows that
referee recommendations and editorial decisions are highly
correlated for an anonymous journal.

Columns 8 to 10 of table 2 present the estimated coeffi-
cients for probit models that parallel the citation models, us-
ing only the referee recommendations (column 8), only the x1

variables (column 9), and finally both sets of variables and the
editor’s leave-out-mean R&R rate (column 10). As might be
expected given the patterns in figure 2b, the model with only
the referee recommendations and journal × submission year

controls is remarkably successful, with a pseudo-R2 of 0.48.21

The quality of fit is apparent in the comparison between on-
line appendix figure 4b, which plots predicted probabilities
for each of the possible referee combinations for two-referee
papers, and online appendix figure 4a, which shows the actual
probabilities.22

The specification in column 9 shows that the R&R rate is
increasing with the number of previous publications of the
author team but is not systematically affected by the number
of coauthors, despite the positive impact of these variables
on citations. Similarly for the field variables, a comparison
of the coefficients in the R&R model and the citation model
(columns 1 and 3 of online appendix table 3) shows little
relation between the relative citations received by papers in
a field and the relative likelihood the paper receives an R&R
decision.

Column 10 presents the full specification of equation (4).
Relative to the model in column 8, the full specification has a
slightly higher pseudo-R2. Moreover, the author publication
variables have a significant effect, as does the editor’s leave-
out-mean-R&R rate (t = 3.9).23

Comparing determinants of citations and the R&R probabil-
ity. Figure 3a plots the coefficients from our baseline R&R
model (column 10 of table 2) against the corresponding coef-
ficients from the citation model (column 4). For visual clarity,
we display only the coefficients on the referee recommenda-
tion variables, and the author publication variables, and also
show the best-fitting lines through the origin for the two sub-
groups of coefficients. Under the hypothesis of citation max-
imization, these lines should have the same slope, equal to
1/σv , the inverse standard error of the editor signal that is the
unobserved component in the R&R model.

The referee recommendation coefficients in figure 3a are
remarkably aligned: referee categories that are associated
with higher citations are also associated with a higher prob-
ability of an R&R decision. For example, the large jump in
citations in moving from Weak Revise and Resubmit to Re-
vise and Resubmit is mirrored by a large rise in the probability
of R&R, while the negligible impact of moving from Strong
R&R to an Accept recommendation on citations is also re-
flected by negligible effect on the probability of R&R. From
this pattern, one might conclude that editors closely follow
the referees and that both are focused on higher citations.

When it comes to other paper characteristics, however,
the parallel between citations and the R&R decision breaks
down. Measures of author publications have a much smaller

21The journal-year fixed effects contribute little to the fit, with a pseudo-R2

of 0.03 when they are the only controls.
22The close fit of the model across the cells is also evident when we look

at pairs of reports for papers with three referees (see online appendix figures
4c and 4d).

23As noted earlier, our confidentiality agreement at REStat precluded edi-
tor identifiers but allowed us to retain an indicator for editors in their fourth
year or later of tenure. Within each year of submissions, we treat the two
tenure groups as separate “editors.”
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206 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

FIGURE 3.—THE RELATIVE EFFECT OF REFEREE RECOMMENDATIONS AND PAPER

CHARACTERISTICS ON CITATIONS AND THE PROBABILITY OF REVISE

AND RESUBMIT

(a) The coefficients from the main specifications of the citation and R&R regressions (columns 4 and 10
in table 2) displaying just the coefficients on the fraction of referee recommendations of each type and on
the author publications. Best-fit lines through each group of coefficients are also shown (weighted by the
inverse variance of the probit coefficient from the R&R regression). (b) The parallel coefficients from table
3, splitting the impact of the referee recommendations by whether the referee is prolific. The coefficients
for the prolific referees are obtained taking the coefficients for the less prolific referees and multiplying
them by the slope coefficient for prolific referees.

effect on the probability of R&R than would be expected
given their impacts on citations. The relative slope of the
light-colored line (summarizing the author publication coeffi-
cients) versus the dark-colored line (summarizing the referee
recommendations coefficients) is only about 0.20. In other
words, comparing the relative effects of various factors in
citations versus the R&R decision, author publications are
downweighted by a factor of 5 in the R&R decision.

Interpreted in the context of our model, this suggests that
editors only partly offset the tendency of referees to discount
the expected citations of more prolific authors. For exam-
ple, consider the effect of an author team with four or five
recent publications. From the baseline citation model (col-
umn 4 of table 2), these papers receive 85 log points more
citations, controlling for the referees’ opinions. Using the
framework of equation (8), the expected citation premium

for these papers in the absence of any editorial preference or
excess citation effects is π1kσv , where π1k = 0.31 is the esti-
mated coefficient associated with these papers in our baseline
R&R probit (column 10 of table 2). Using the inverse of the
slope of the line in figure 3a for the referee recommendation
variables, we can estimate σv ≈ 3/7 = 0.43. Thus, based on
the premium editors place on papers by authors with four or
five recent publications, we would expect a citation premium
of only 0.31 × 0.43 = 0.13, which is far smaller than the
actual premium. Our estimate of editors’ citation penalty is
therefore θ1k = λ1k − π1kσv = 0.85 − 0.13 = 0.72 (72 log
points), which is 85% as large as the penalty implicit in the
referee recommendations.24

Do these patterns differ by journal? Online appendix figure
5 (based on the coefficients in online appendix table 5) shows
that several key patterns are common. Within each group of
variables, the coefficients for each journal fall nicely on a line.
Also, the line for referee recommendations is systematically
steeper than for the author publication variables, implying
that editors give more weight to the referee recommendations
than to the author publication variables in forming their R&R
decisions, for a given impact on citations. The disparities are
particularly striking at REStud, where the editors appear to
assign essentially no weight to variables other than the referee
recommendations.25 Interestingly, this lack of attention to
prior publications is consistent with the REStud’s explicit
mission of supporting young economists.26

Visual evidence on citations for R&R and rejected papers.
As an additional piece of graphical evidence, in figure 4a we
plot the average citation rate for papers that receive an R&R
and for those that are rejected. For each paper, we predict
the probability of a revise-and-resubmit decision using the
specification in column 10 of table 2. We then sort papers
into deciles by this predicted probability, splitting the top
decile into two top groups, and plot mean citations for papers
with a positive and a negative decision.

As shown along the x-axis, for papers in the bottom five
deciles, the probability of an R&R is near 0, reaching just
1% in the fifth decile. The probability is still only 18% in
the eighth decile, but increases sharply to 37% in the ninth
decile and 90% in the top ventile. The vertical gap between
the mean citations for R&Rs and rejected papers is large: 60

24We can perform this same calculation using the upper-bound model
in column 5 of table 2: the implied editor penalty is very similar (73 log
points), illustrating the robustness of our conclusions to the treatment of
publication bias. We can also estimate similar discount factors for other
author groups. For example, the editor penalty for authors with six or more
publications is 82 log points, versus the 101 log point effect implicit in the
referees’ opinions.

25Again, using the framework of equation (8), we can quantify the degree
of discounting applied by editors to papers by more prolific authors. The
editor penalty for authors with four or five recent publications about 70 log
points overall, is about 65 log points at QJE, 90 log points at REStud, 74
log points at REStat, and 33 log points at JEEA.

26From the mission statement online: “The objective [of the Review] is
to encourage research in theoretical and applied economics, especially by
young economists.”
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WHAT DO EDITORS MAXIMIZE? 207

FIGURE 4.—THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EDITOR’S R&R DECISION AND REALIZED CITATIONS

Panels a and b show the average asinh (citations) by deciles of predicted probability of R&R where the top decile is further split into two ventiles, separately for papers that were rejected and those that the editor
granted a revise-and-resubmit. Panel b further splits each of the two groups of papers into papers by authors with three or more recent publications in 35 high-impact journals versus the other group of authors. The
smoothing lines are obtained via cubic fits to all data points.

to 80 log points. This gap captures the sum of the mechanical
publication effect and the editor’s value added (λRR + λr r̂).
It is wider to the left of the figure, as predicted: the editor
has to receive a very positive signal (leading to a large, pos-
itive value for r̂) to reach a positive decision for papers with
low observable quality. Online appendix figure 6 displays the
same data along with the predicted fits from our model and
shows that the model does a good job of capturing the patterns
in figure 4.

Another salient feature of figure 4a is that even among
papers that receive an R&R, expected citations are increas-
ing in the strength of the observable predictors. For example,
mean asinh(citat ions) for R&Rs in the top ventile are 50 log
points higher than for R&Rs in the seventh decile. In the con-
text of our model, this means that the editor’s signal is only
partially informative, so the “selection bias” implied by a pos-
itive R&R decision (λr r̂) is not large enough to compensate
for low levels of the observable factors. It is also interesting
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208 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

that average citations for R&R’d papers in the fifth and sixth
deciles are slightly above average citations for rejected pa-
pers in the top ventile, so the editorial decision process is
broadly consistent with citation maximization.

Figure 4b breaks down the two groups of papers—R&Rs
and rejected papers—by a measure of author publications
and shows that rejected papers by more prolific authors have
about the same citations as R&Rs by less prolific authors.
In particular, rejected papers in the top ventile by more pro-
lific authors outperform R&Rs by less prolific authors in the
fifth and sixth deciles by about 50 log points, implying a siz-
able cost in terms of citations of the deviation from citation
maximization.

Informativeness of different referees. So far we have as-
sumed that different referees are all equally informative and
that editors assign them equal weights in making a decision.
In the language of the model, the coefficients βR and πR do
not depend on the characteristics of the referees. Yet it is
plausible that referees who have themselves published more
papers are better able to judge papers. It is also plausible that
some types of papers are easier or harder to judge.

Figure 5a presents graphical evidence along the lines of
figure 2a on the informativeness of reports, distinguishing
between recommendations from referees with three or more
recent publications and referees with fewer than three recent
publications. Average citations are monotonically increasing
in the recommendation for both groups, with a very similar
slope, suggesting that reports by more and less prolific refer-
ees are equally informative. The two lines differ only in their
intercepts: for each level of referee enthusiasm, the papers
assigned to prolific referees have about 20 log points more
citations, presumably because editors tend to assign more
promising papers to prolific referees.

In contrast to the parallel lines in figure 5a, figure 5b shows
that editors appear to place more weight on the recommen-
dations of more prolific referees. Papers that receive a Def-
initely Reject or Reject recommendation by either group
of referees are very unlikely to receive an R&R verdict,
but more positive assessments by prolific referees appear to
have greater impact than similar assessments by less prolific
referees.

To proceed further, we move to a regression-based frame-
work that allows us to control for other characteristics that
differ between the papers assigned to more or less prolific ref-
erees. To keep the specification manageable, we assume that
the summary recommendation of the jth referee of a given
paper (xR j ) is scaled by common vector λR that does not vary
across referees or papers, yielding a one-dimensional index
λRxR j . We then allow this index to be upweighted or down-
weighted by a “slope factor” exp(ξz j ) that depends on a set
of characteristics z j of the referee and the paper (so z j can
include x1). Letting J denote the number of referees assigned
to a given paper and denoting z = ∑J

j=1 z j , our extended ci-

FIGURE 5.—REFEREE INFORMATIVENESS, BY REFEREE PUBLICATIONS

(a) The weighted asinh (citations) for a paper receiving a given recommendation. (b) The R&R rate for a
paper receiving a given recommendation. Both panels show the results separately for referees with zero
or one recent publication and referees with at least three recent publications. The unit of observation is a
referee report, and observations are weighted by the number of referee reports for the paper to ensure that
each paper receives equal weight. Standard errors are clustered at the paper level.

tation model becomes27

asinh(c) = λ0 + λ1x1 + λzz + 1

J

J∑
j=1

exp(ξz j )λRxR j

+ λRRRR + λr r̂ + φ. (10)

The model in column 2 of table 3 presents a simple version
of this specification in which z j includes an indicator for a
referee having three or more recent publications, as well as
a set of journal dummies. The estimated slope coefficient
for prolific referees confirms the pattern in figure 5a: referee

27Notice that since xR = ∑
j xR j/J , when ξ = 0, this amounts to our base-

line model with the addition of controls for the mean value of z j .
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WHAT DO EDITORS MAXIMIZE? 209

TABLE 3.—EFFECT OF REFEREE PUBLICATIONS ON REFEREE INFORMATIVENESS AND WEIGHT

NLS Models for Asinh of Google ML Probit Models for Receiving
Scholar Citations Revise-and-Resubmit Decision

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Slope variables
Referee publications three or more 0.005 −0.014 −0.021 0.194 0.193 0.171

(0.062) (0.060) (0.058) (0.034) (0.036) (0.037)
asinh (number of reports for editor) 0.065 0.074

(0.027) (0.021)
Journal fixed effect No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Field fixed effect No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Level additional controls
Share referees with three or more publications 0.29 0.30 0.30 −0.32 −0.32 −0.28

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.15) (0.15) (0.16)
Mean asinh (number of reports for editor) −0.05 −0.12

(0.03) (0.07)
Fractions of referee recommendations (other fractions included, not reported)

R&R 1.92 1.67 2.01 1.97 4.63 4.36 4.02 3.89
(0.13) (0.15) (0.22) (0.23) (0.21) (0.42) (0.43) (0.42)

Author publications (other indicators included, not reported)
6 or more publications 1.01 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.45 0.43 0.43 0.43

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)
R&R Indicator 0.07 0.15 0.18 0.20

(mechanical publication effect) (0.14) (0.14) (0.13) (0.13)
Control function for selection 0.32 0.27 0.25 0.24

(value-added of the editor) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07)
Editor leave-out-mean R&R rate 2.91 2.90 2.88 2.76

(0.74) (0.77) (0.78) (0.80)

See notes to tables 1 and 2. All models include controls for number of authors, field of paper, and journal-year fixed effects. The sample for all models is 15,177 non-desk-rejected papers with at least two referees
assigned. The models in this table allow for a proportionally higher effect of the recommendations for certain referees, as specified in the “slope variables.” The models in columns 1–4 are nonlinear least squares
specifications of asinh citations, while the models in columns 5–8 are maximum-likelihood probit models of the R&R decision, as specified in the text. The control functions for selection in columns 1–4 are calculated
using predicted probabilities based on the corresponding columns 5–8. Standard errors clustered by editor in parentheses.

assessments of more prolific referees are no more informative
about citations than those from less prolific referees, though
papers assigned to a higher share of prolific referees have
higher average citations. These results are robust to adding a
set of field dummies to z j (column 3).28

In columns 6 and 7 we present parallel specifications for
the R&R probit (i.e., we amend equation [4] by including
a term that weights the referee recommendations by a slope
factor, as in equation [10]). Again confirming the visual im-
pression from figure 5b, we find that editors put about 20%
more weight on the recommendations of prolific referees.
Figure 3b plots the coefficients from the R&R probit model
in column 7 against the coefficients from the citation model in
column 3, distinguishing between the relative effects of rec-
ommendations from more and less prolific referees. Since the
recommendations of more prolific referees get more weight
in editors’ decisions but are no more informative, the co-
efficients for these referees (the lighter line) lie on a line
that is about 20% steeper than the corresponding line for
the less prolific referees (the darker line). This pattern holds
in each of the four journals in the sample (online appendix
table 7).

A possible interpretation of the higher weight for prolific
referees is that editors pay more attention to referees who do
more refereeing for an editor, and these happen to be the more

28As online appendix table 6 shows, econometrics and theory have flatter
citation-recommendation relationships.

prolific economists. (This does not explain why they get more
weight but highlights an alternative channel.) In columns 4
and 8, we also control for asinh (Previous Reports), where
“Previous Reports” is the number of reports a given referee
has provided to the editor handling the paper (from the start
of our sample period). Interestingly, the recommendations of
referees with more previous reports tend to be weighted more
by editors and forecast citations better, by about the same
magnitude. Nevertheless, the addition of this control leaves
the puzzling pattern for prolific referees essentially unaltered.
We return below to the interpretation of this pattern.

Robustness checks: Alternative measures of citations and au-
thor publications. In this section we investigate the robust-
ness of our main findings to two key measurement issues:
how we measure citations and how we assess authors’ track
records at the time of submission.

In two key checks, we consider the impact of highly cited
papers. First, one may be concerned about the censoring of
citations at 500 (200 for REStud). In column 6 of table 2,
we present a tobit specification that explicitly models the
censoring; this leaves the results nearly unaffected. Next, we
take into account the fact that, arguably, editors are partic-
ularly interested in predictors of “superstar” papers, since
such papers contribute disproportionately to the impact fac-
tor. A probit model predicting papers in the top 2% within
a journal-year cell (column 7 in table 2) yields coefficient
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210 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

estimates that are parallel to the estimates from our baseline
specification.

Online appendix table 8 presents estimates of additional
alternatives to our baseline citation model from column 4 of
table 2 using alternative dependent variables: (a) the
percentile rank of GS citations for a paper within journal ×
submission-year groups; (b) an indicator for top-cited papers,
equal to 1 if a paper is in the top p percent of citations in a
journal-year cohort, where p is the R&R rate for that journal
and year; (c) an indicator for a paper in the top 5% of citations
in a journal-year cohort as an alternative measure of “star”
papers; (d) log(1 + citations); (e) asinh of SSCI citations;29

and (f) asinh of GS citations, excluding papers for which we
could not find any Google Scholar results (instead of assign-
ing 0 cites to those papers). The results are consistent across
the alternative measures, with coefficients for the referee rec-
ommendation and author publication record variables that are
nearly proportional across specifications.30

Next, we consider three alternative measures of author
productivity: (a) a count of publications in the top five eco-
nomics journals (REStud, QJE, the American Economic Re-
view, Econometrica, and the Journal of Political Economy,
excluding the papers and proceedings of the AER); (b) a count
of publications in our 35-journal sample in the six to ten years
prior to submission; and (c) indicators for the prominence of
the authors’ home institutions, which may proxy for the qual-
ity of their past work or their promise as scholars (in the case
of young researchers).31

As online appendix table 9 shows, previous top-five publi-
cations are important predictors of citations, even conditional
on all the other variables, and they also affect the R&R deci-
sion. Their effect on the R&R decision relative to the effect of
the referee recommendation variables is much smaller than
on citations, implying a significant underweighting of top-
five publications by editors relative to a citation-maximizing
benchmark. In contrast, publications in the 35 high-impact
journals in the six to ten years before submission have lit-
tle or no value in predicting citations (controlling for recent
publications), but they do have a small, positive effect on the
R&R decision. This is the only instance of an author publi-
cation variable that is overvalued by editors.

In columns 3 and 6, we report the impacts of a mea-
sure of institutional prominence for the author team at the
time of submission, distinguishing between U.S. institutions
(coded into three groups), European institutions (coded into
two groups), and institutions in the rest of the world (coded

29Since SSCI citations accrue only to published papers, we restrict the
sample to submissions from 2006 to 2010. Given the large number of zero
citations according to this measure, we run a tobit with censoring at zero
citations.

30The estimated mechanical publication bias is large in the model for SSCI
citations (estimate = 0.73; standard error = 0.36), which makes sense since
SSCI records citations only to published papers.

31To protect the anonymity of submitting authors, the additional variables
reported in online appendix table 9 are not included in the posted data set.

into two groups).32 Institutional prominence is an important
predictor of citations, even conditional on the authors’ publi-
cation record. For example, having at least one coauthor at a
top-ten U.S. economics department at the time of submission
increases citations by 51 log points. Institutional affiliations
also affect the R&R decision, but as with other characteristics
included in x1, their relative impact on the R&R decision is
much smaller than the relative impact of the referee variables.

An interesting set of findings concerns the effects of in-
stitutional affiliation in Europe. Conditional on the referee
recommendations and other controls, having a coauthor at
a top-ten department in Europe increases citations by 35 log
points, a large and highly significant effect. Yet this affiliation
has no significant effect on the R&R decision. Since REStud
and JEEA are based in Europe and many of the editors are
drawn from top-ten European departments, this downweight-
ing cannot be explained by a lack of information about the
relative standing of different schools.33

Structural estimates. Our main specifications in table 2
are derived from a two-step procedure: we first estimate a
probit model for the editor’s R&R decision (with a single
extra variable—the leave-out mean R&R rate of the editor)
and then estimate an OLS model for asinh citations includ-
ing the generalized residual from the probit and an indicator
for R&R status. As noted, however, we can estimate the two
equations jointly by maximum likelihood, imposing the key
structural assumption of our model that the referee recom-
mendation variables enter proportionately in the R&R and
citation models (i.e., that λR = πRσv ). This allows us to di-
rectly estimate the editor’s citation penalty factors specified
by equation (8) (i.e., the θ1k coefficients), although we can-
not separately identify the contributions of editor preferences
versus excess citations relative to paper quality.

The results from this structural estimation are summarized
in online appendix table 11. We show the estimated coef-
ficients in the editor’s R&R model (the π coefficients), as
well as the implied estimate of σv and the estimated citation
penalties, focusing on three key sets of variables: the referee
recommendation variables, the author publication variables,
and the indicators for the number of authors of the paper.

32We use the rankings in Ellison (2013) to classify U.S. institutions, and
the 2014 QS World University Rankings for Economics for non-U.S. insti-
tutions. The institutional prominence dummies are defined within region,
so that the dummies for each region sum to at most 1. Similar to our mea-
sure of author publications, we take the top-ranked U.S. institution among
coauthors when defining the U.S. institution dummies and the top-ranked
European institution when defining the European dummies. Since we col-
lected these variables only for REStud and JEEA, these models are fit to the
subsample of submissions at these two journals. Estimates of the models in
columns 3 and 6 for these two journals are very similar to the ones for the
full sample.

33As a final robustness check, we ask whether the citation premium for
papers from prolific authors appears also in a sample of published papers.
Given that the editor undoes the premium only partially, we would expect
this to be the case. Indeed, as online appendix table 10 shows, there is
a similar (with smaller magnitudes) citation premium for prolific authors
for published papers in the four journals in our sample and in the top-five
journals.
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WHAT DO EDITORS MAXIMIZE? 211

(The model also includes unrestricted journal×year and field
dummies in both equations.) We also show the implied coef-
ficients of the citation model (i.e., the λ coefficients, where
λ1k = π1kσv + θ1k ). For comparison, the table also presents
the coefficients of our baseline R&R decision model and ci-
tation model.

The implied coefficients from the structural model are very
similar to those from the unrestricted two-step model. This
reflects the fact that, as shown in figure 3a, the key structural
assumption of proportionality in the effects of the referee
recommendation variables in the R&R probit and the citation
model is approximately true in the data. Indeed, the structural
estimate of σv is 0.39 (standard error = 0.03), which is quite
close to the inverse slope of the best-fitting line joining the
referee recommendation variables in figure 3a.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the structural model
is how large the editor discount factors are relative to the im-
plied discount factors in the referee assessments of different
papers. For example, the editor discount applied to citations
of authors with four or five publications is 73 log points (es-
sentially the same as the estimate derived informally from
the unrestricted estimates in table 2), compared to the 86 log
point discount implied by the referee assessments. For the
variables representing the number of authors, the editor and
referee discounts are effectively the same. We conclude that
both referees and editors tend to undervalue papers by authors
with more prior publications or by larger teams of coauthors
relative to the citations these papers will receive.

B. Desk Rejections

While our main focus is the R&R decision, in this section
we discuss the desk rejection (DR) decision, building on the
simple model described in the online appendix and summa-
rized in section IIB. An empirical analysis of DRs is useful
given that more than half of the submissions to many journals
are desk-rejected and that the previous literature has largely
ignored desk rejections.34

Using the full sample of 29,872 submitted papers, we com-
pare predictors of citations with predictors of the decision to
not desk-reject (NDR) the paper in online appendix table
12. Author publications and the size of the author team are
important predictors of citations (columns 1–3). Editors use
the prior publication record of authors in making their initial
NDR decision (column 4), but put little systematic weight on
the number of coauthors or the field of the papers. These esti-
mates provide additional evidence of deviations from the null
hypothesis of citation maximization (online appendix figure

34On the theoretical side, Vranceanu, Besancenot, and Huynh (2011)
present a model in which papers with a poor match to the editorial mis-
sion of the journal are desk-rejected, but quality per se is irrelevant. In
Bayar and Chemmanur’s (2013) model, the editor sees a signal of qual-
ity, desk-rejects the lowest-signal papers, desk-accepts the highest-signal
papers, and sends the intermediate cases to referees. In Schulte and Felgen-
hauer’s (2017) model, an editor can acquire a signal before consulting the
referees or not. Our simple model can be interpreted this way.

7), with editors downweighting information in the number
of coauthors and field relative to the information in prior
publications.

How much information does the editor have at the desk-
rejection stage? This is an important question because the
desk rejection process is sometimes characterized as arbitrary
or uninformed. Figure 6a plots mean asinh(citations) for four
groups of papers in various quantiles of the predicted proba-
bility of NDR: (a) papers that are desk-rejected (the line at the
bottom), (b) papers that are not desk-rejected (the second line
from the top), (c) NDR papers that are ultimately rejected at
the R&R stage (the light-colored line), and (d) NDR papers
that receive an R&R (the line at the top).

The figure reveals large gaps in mean citations between
desk-rejected and NDR papers, conditional on the estimated
probability of NDR.35 On average, NDR papers receive about
80 log points more citations than desk-rejected papers, im-
plying that the editor obtains substantial information before
making the desk-reject decision. In the context of our model,
this gap implies that the correlation between the editor’s ini-
tial signal s0 and future citations is about 0.32 and that s0

reveals about 10% of the unexplained variance of citations at
the desk-reject stage.36

The gap in average citations between desk-rejected pa-
pers and those that are NDR but ultimately rejected is 72 log
points. This gap is interesting because both sets of papers
are rejected; thus, there is no mechanical publication effect
biasing the comparison. Viewed this way, the editor’s signal
at the desk-reject stage is relatively informative.

So far, we have seen that author publications are highly pre-
dictive of the desk-rejection decision. Since we do not have
referee recommendations to benchmark the relative effect of
the publication record, however, it is unclear whether editors
overweight or underweight authors’ publications in reaching
their decision. Building on the test proposed by equation (9),
we evaluate the hypothesis that desk-rejection decisions are
consistent with citation maximization by comparing citations
for NDR papers with similar probabilities of desk rejection
from more and less prolific authors.

We present this comparison in figure 6b, focusing on au-
thors (or author teams) with three or more recent publications
versus those with zero to two publications. In most quantile
bins, the mean citations of desk-rejected papers by more pro-
lific authors have higher mean citations than the non-desk-
rejected papers by less prolific authors. This pattern parallels
our results at the R&R stage. At both stages, there appears to
be a higher citation bar for authors with a stronger publication
record.

35The gap between papers that are R&R’d and those that are rejected after
review is larger than the corresponding gap in figure 4 (for the same set of
papers) because of the different ways of grouping papers along the x-axis—
by probability of NDR in figure 6a (based only on x1) and by probability
of R&R in figure 4 (based on x1 and xR ).

36In our NDR model, the signal-to-total-variance ratio of the editor’s sig-
nal before making a desk-reject decision is A0 = ρ2

0, where ρ0 = 0.32 is the
correlation of the editor’s signal and the citation residual. Thus, A0 ≈ 0.10.
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212 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

FIGURE 6.—THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EDITOR’S DESK-REJECTION DECISION AND REALIZED CITATIONS

The figure shows the average asinh (citations) by deciles of predicted probability of non-desk-rejection, where the top decile is further split into two ventiles. (a) Considers separately papers that were desk-rejected,
those that were not but were rejected later, and those that ultimately received an R&R (using all papers in our data). (b) Breaks down the desk-rejected and non-desk-rejected papers further into whether the authors’
recent publications were in the zero to two or three or more range. The smoothing lines are obtained via cubic fits to all data points.

V. Interpretation and Additional Evidence

In this section we return to the two key deviations from
citation maximization. First, referees and editors appear to
impose a higher citation bar for papers by prolific authors.
Second, recommendations by prolific referees are equally
predictive of the citations of a paper, but editors put more
weight on the recommendations of prolific referees. We dis-
cuss potential interpretations for these findings and provide
additional evidence from two surveys of economists designed
to help distinguish between the alternative interpretations.

A. Citation Bar for Prolific Authors

There are two main explanations for our first key finding
that referees and editors significantly underweight the ex-
pected citations of papers by more prolific authors. The first is
that papers by prolific authors are overcited, leading referees
and editors to discount their citations accordingly. Overciting
could arise because more prolific authors have better access
to working paper series and other distribution channels that
publicize their work, inflating their citations. They may also
have networks of colleagues and students who cite their work
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WHAT DO EDITORS MAXIMIZE? 213

gratuitously or cite it instead of similar work by less prolific
scholars. Finally, people may tend to cite the best-known au-
thor when there are several possible alternatives—Merton’s
(1968) “Matthew effect.”

An alternative interpretation is that citations are unbiased
measures of quality, but referees and editors set a higher bar
for more prolific authors. Such a process may be due to a
desire to keep the door open to less established scholars (i.e.,
affirmative action) or a desire to prevent established authors
from publishing marginal papers (i.e., animus).37 At least two
pieces of evidence in the literature support this interpretation.
Blank’s (1991) analysis of blind versus nonblind refereeing
at the American Economic Review showed that blind refer-
eeing increased the relative acceptance rate of papers from
authors at top-five schools. Second, published papers written
by authors who were professionally connected to the editor
at the time of submission tend to have more rather than fewer
citations (Laband & Piette, 1994; Medoff, 2003; Brogaard
et al., 2014).

A third hypothesis, elite favoritism, holds that more ac-
complished authors are favored in the publication process by
other prolific authors who review their work positively and by
editors who are in the same professional networks.38 If one
takes citations as unbiased measures of quality, we find sub-
stantial evidence against this hypothesis. It is possible, how-
ever, that the citations received by more prolific authors are
highly inflated, and that after appropriate discounting (e.g., a
discount of more than 100 log points), more prolific authors
actually face a lower bar in the editorial process.

We thus examined whether papers by prolific authors are
evaluated more positively by other prolific scholars. Online
appendix figure 8 does not support elite favoritism: the gap
in citations between papers of prominent and nonprominent
authors is the same whether the recommendation comes from
a prolific referee (a possible member of the elite) or a non-
prolific referee.

Survey evidence on quality versus citations. To attempt to
distinguish between the two leading explanations, we con-
ducted a survey designed to measure quality separately from
citations. We asked economists to compare matched pairs of
papers in the same topic area, published in the same year
in a similarly ranked journal. The comparison was designed
to mirror the R&R decision faced by a journal editor in se-
lecting among submissions. It also mirrors the design of our
main empirical models, which include controls for field and
journal-year fixed effects. The key difference is that our sur-
vey respondents were asked to evaluate the relative quality of
papers, not to make R&R recommendations. Thus, we hoped
to abstract from any tendency to raise or lower the bar for
prolific authors at the refereeing stage. We describe the key

37A related possibility is that editors impose a higher bar for prolific
authors because they believe these authors will be less willing to revise
their paper to accommodate the referees’ and editors’ comments.

38This hypothesis is often raised by commentators who are skeptical of
the peer review process (e.g., Lee et al., 2013).

design choices and results, with additional information, in
the online appendix.

We selected paired sets of papers from articles published
in a top-five journal between 1999 and 2012 in six topical
areas. Following the same procedure as in our main analysis,
we measure the publications of authors in the 35 high-impact
journals in the five years prior to submission, assuming that
papers were submitted two years prior to the year of pub-
lication. We classify authors and author teams as prolific if
at least one coauthor has four or more publications in the
five-year period and as nonprolific if none of the coauthors
have more than one publication during this period. We then
selected balanced pairs of papers—one written by a prolific
author, one by a nonprolific author—published in one of the
top-five journals in the same year, in the same field, and with
the same relative mix of theoretical versus empirical content.
We exclude potential pairs with citations that were too im-
balanced (a ratio of citations outside the interval from 0.2
to 5.0) and a small number of other pairs, as detailed in the
online appendix. The final sample included sixty pairs of
papers.

We sent the survey (online appendix figure 9) to faculty and
PhD students in the relevant fields in fall 2016. Our analysis
followed a preregistered analysis plan, AEARCTR-0001669.
Out of 93 emails sent to 73 faculty and 20 PhD students,
74 surveys were completed, 55 by faculty and 19 by PhD
students, for an overall response rate of 80%. Each respondent
compared two pairs of papers in their field, yielding 74 × 2 =
148 comparisons covering 58 distinct pairs.

The respondents were asked two main questions about each
pair of papers. First, they compared features of the two pa-
pers, such as rigor, importance, and novelty. Second, they
made a quality judgment as follows. The survey informs the
respondent of the GS citations as of August 2016 for the
two papers and asks: “In light of the ___citations accrued by
Paper A and your assessment above, what do you think the
appropriate number of citations for Paper B should be?”39

Let cA and cB denote the actual citations of papers A and
B, and for ease of exposition, consider the case in which
paper B is the one written by a prolific author (the order was
randomized). For paper pair j, Rj = cB/cA is the ratio of
the number of citations for the paper written by the prolific
author to the number of citations for the paper written by
the nonprolific author. Using the respondent’s answer to the
question about the appropriate number of citations to paper
B, ĉB, we construct the ratio R̂ j = ĉB/cA. We interpret R̂ j as
the respondent’s assessment of the relative quality of paper
written by the prolific author in pair j, that is, R̂ j = qP j/qN j .

Our model assumes the citation-quality relation log ci j =
log qi j + ηi j, where i ∈ {P, N}. We decompose the within-
pair gap in ηi j as ηP j − ηN j = η� + e j, where η� represents

39We debated whether to provide the citation numbers. In the end, we
decided to do so to provide respondents with all the relevant information,
which they could have easily obtained in any case with a quick search.
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214 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

FIGURE 7.—EVIDENCE ON CITATION DISCOUNTING FROM SURVEY OF ECONOMISTS, ASSESSED RELATIVE CITATIONS VERSUS ACTUAL CITATION RATIO, DECILE BINS

In the survey, we asked respondents to compare pairs of papers that were similar except that one was by a prolific author and the other was by a nonprolific author at the approximate time of submission. This figure
displays a bin scatter plot of the elicited quality ratio (for the paper by the more prolific author relative to the matched paper by the less prolific author) on the citation ratio (comparing the same two papers). The
negative of the estimated intercept indicates the extent to which citations for prolific authors are inflated. We winsorized the top and bottom 2% of survey responses of the quality-adjusted log citation ratio (as per our
preanalysis registration).

average excess (log) citations accruing to papers by more
prolific authors and e j is a random factor. It follows that

log R̂ j = log Rj − η� − e j . (11)

Thus, we fit the simple regression model:

log R̂ j = d0 + d1 log Rj + ε j . (12)

According to our model, we should estimate d0 = −η�, and
thus the intercept provides a measure of the quality discount
for citations for prolific authors, measured in log points.40

As the bin scatter plot in figure 7 shows, the elicited qual-
ity ratio (log R̂ j) and the actual citation variable (log Rj) are
clearly correlated, with a slope of 0.7 and an intercept—our
measure of the average degree of quality discounting for pro-
lific authors—very close to 0. Panel A of online appendix
table 13 provides estimates of the model in equation (12),
with an OLS regression in column 1 and a specification in
column 2 in which we weight the responses by the inverse of
the number of respondents who evaluated the pair. In column
3, we limit the sample to pairs with more comparable citations
(−0.5 ≤ log Rj ≤ 0.5). Holding constant quality, papers by
more prolific authors receive 1% to 3% more citations than
those of less prolific authors.

40The model also makes the prediction that d1 = 1. In the online appendix,
we show that a slight generalization of our citation model, with log ci j =
θ(log qi j + ηi j ), yields the same estimating equation, but with d1 = 1/θ,
which can differ from 1. Thus, we do not impose d1 = 1 in the regression.

In columns 4 and 5, we fit separate models for graduate
students and younger faculty with relatively few publications
(column 4) or faculty who would be classified as prolific. In-
terestingly, any tendency to attribute excess citations to more
prolific authors comes from prolific faculty rather than from
graduate students or faculty respondents with few publica-
tions. This pattern suggests a potential role for competitive-
ness among prolific authors in explaining the results.

We similarly find no evidence of quality discounting for
papers by prolific authors using the qualitative ratings (panel
B of online appendix table 13). Overall, these results provide
little evidence that papers by prolific authors are overcited,
controlling for relative quality.

B. Editorial Responses to Prolific Referees

The second key deviation from the benchmark of citation
maximization is with respect to reliance on the referees: ed-
itors appear to give 20% higher weight to the recommen-
dations of more prolific referees, despite the fact that their
recommendations are no more informative about future cita-
tions than the recommendations of less prolific referees.

One explanation is incorrect beliefs: editors may expect
that prolific referees are better judges of quality and therefore
give more weight to their opinions. Alternatively, it could
reflect a version of the “quiet life” hypothesis: editors may
know that prolific referees are no more informative, but they
find it costly to ignore their recommendations. We provide
evidence on the first interpretation with a survey that elicits,
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TABLE 4.—EXPERT FORECASTS ABOUT FINDINGS ON EDITORIAL DECISIONS

Sample of Experts: REStud Meeeting Economics Dept. at Univ. of Zurich

Correct Average Correct Average Average
Answer Answer by Answer Answer by Answer by
(REStud Editors (Four Faculty Graduate Students

Question: Only) (N <= 12) Journals) (N <= 13) (N <= 13)

Desk-reject decisions and author prominence
What percent of desk-rejected papers end up in the top 5% of citations (by the

Google Scholar measure)?
1.3% 0.9% 1.6% 5.5% 8.7%

Consider all submissions with at least one “prominent” coauthor that are
desk-rejected. What percent of these papers end up in the top 5% of citations?

6.4% 5.2% 4.8% 4.9% 12.7%

Informativeness of referee recommendations and prolific referees
How much higher is the percentile citation if a referee recommendation is positive

versus if it is negative (for papers with three reports)?
11.5 17.5 10.5 14.8 18.0

What is the percentile citation increase for “prominent” referees? 12.1 24.3 11.0 22.2 24.3
Type 1 and type 2 errors in R&R

What percent of papers with a revise-and-resubmit in the first round end up in the top
5% of citations (by the Google Scholar measure)?

18.1% 32.5% 22.3% 19.1% 17.6%

How much editors follow referee recommendations
For papers with three positive referee recommendations, what percent gets an R&R? 100.0% 92.5% 95.9% 89.7% 92.4%
For papers with two positive referee recommendations and one negative, what

percent gets an R&R?
59.7% 65.8% 53.8% 56.2% 71.5%

For papers with one positive referee recommendations and two negative, what
percent gets an R&R?

6.4% 21.3% 5.9% 14.8% 16.9%

For papers with three negative referee recommendations, what percent gets an R&R? 0.0% 2.6% 0.3% 3.9% 3.0%

Participants In these surveys received a Qualtrics link to a survey in advance to a presentation by one of the authors of this paper. The first set of forecasts is from a survey of editors and associate editors at the
annual board meeting of the Review of Economic Studies in September 2015. The second set of forecasts took place before a presentation at the Economics Department at the University of Zurich in fall 2015. The
table reports the exact wording of the questions (not all questions are included in this table). “Prominent” authors are defined as those with at least three publications in the set of 35 journals in the five years leading up
to (and including) the submission of the paper in question. The questions for the REStud survey pertain to the sample at REStud, whereas the questions for the Zurich survey are based on the entire sample (of all four
journals pooled). Respondents were not forced to fill in an answer for all questions, so the reported averages are for all available responses to a given question.

among other questions, beliefs about the informativeness of
reports.

Forecasts of editorial findings. In fall 2015, in advance of
a presentation of this paper, we surveyed a group of editors
and associate editors at REStud, and a group of faculty and
graduate students at the economics department of the Uni-
versity of Zurich.41 In the spirit of Della Vigna and Pope
(2018), we asked for forecasts of several findings of this
project via an eleven-question Qualtrics survey. We received
twelve responses by editors and associate editors (“editors”
for brevity) at the REStud and thirteen faculty and thirteen
graduate students in Zurich. No draft had been available at
the time, and these were among the first presentations, mak-
ing it very unlikely that the respondents could have known
about the results.

Table 4 presents the responses to the most relevant ques-
tions (not in the same order in which they were asked).42

Overall, the forecasts by editors and faculty respondents are
quite accurate, with an average absolute deviation in percent-
age points between the correct answer and the average fore-
cast of 6.4 (editors) and 5.1 (faculty). In comparison, graduate
students have a deviation of 8.8.

The first two questions elicit how well editors and other
economists predict citations at the desk-reject stage overall—
“What percent of desk-rejected papers end up in the top 5 per-
cent of citations (by the Google Scholar measure)?”—and for
submissions of prolific authors—“Consider all submissions

41The survey sent to the REStud editors refers only to REStud, while the
Zurich survey refers to all four journals.

42The full survey is in the online appendix.

with at least one ‘prominent’ coauthor that are desk-rejected.
What percent of these papers end up in the top 5 percent of ci-
tations?”43 The responses by the editors suggest that they are
aware that at the desk-reject stage, they set a higher bar for pa-
pers by prominent authors. The responses of Zurich faculty,
however, suggest that they do not anticipate this higher bar.
On one of our key findings, there is significant disagreement.

Next, we ask for a forecast of how predictive recommen-
dations are of citations: “How much higher is the percentile
citation if a referee recommendation is positive versus if it is
negative (for papers with 3 reports)?” and then ask the same
question for “prominent referees.” Recall that we find no indi-
cation that prolific authors are better able to forecast citations.
Nevertheless, REStud editors expect the recommendations of
prominent referees to be 40% more informative. This average
does not reflect an outlier forecast: nine out of twelve editors
expect prolific referees to be more informative. We find a
similar pattern for faculty and graduate students at Zurich.
This supports the hypothesis that incorrect beliefs induce ad-
ditional reliance on prolific referees.

We also elicit a measure of how well editors are able to
forecast citations at the R&R stage (“What percent of papers
with a Revise-and-Resubmit in the first round end up in the
top 5 percent of citations (by the Google Scholar measure)?”).
Editors overestimate their ability to pick top-cited papers at
this R&R stage (average forecast of 32.5% versus the ac-
tual 18.1%). The faculty and graduate students in Zurich, by
comparison, err in the opposite direction.

43We define prominent as having “published at least 4 papers in the 5
years before submission in 35 high-impact economic journals.” We did not
ask a parallel question for the R&R decision.
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216 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

We also elicit a measure of how closely the editors follow
the referees. To keep things simple, we ask for the share of
papers with three reports that receive an R&R as a function
of the referee recommendations. The respondents appear to
have a relatively good understanding of the degree of reliance
on the referees, though they appear to underestimate the influ-
ence of the referee opinions as a whole. Editors, for example,
give a predicted R&R rate of 21.3% for papers with one pos-
itive and two negative referee recommendations, while the
true share is only 6.4%.

Finally, in the ReStud editor survey, we also asked,
“Citation-wise, which group of Revise-and-Resubmit deci-
sions do you think does better in terms of later citations?—
Papers where the editor follows the referees—Papers where
the editor overrules the referees or the referees are split—The
same.” Only six out of twelve editors give the correct answer
(the first one).

There is thus interesting variation in the deviations of the
forecasts from the observed editorial patterns. We hope that
this combined evidence contributes to a more complete un-
derstanding of the editorial process among authors, referees,
and editors.

VI. Conclusion

Editors’ decisions over which papers to publish have a ma-
jor impact on the direction of research in a field and the careers
of researchers. Yet little is known about how editors combine
the information from peer reviews and their own prior in-
formation to decide which papers to publish. In this paper,
we provide systematic evidence using data on all submis-
sions over an eight-year period for four high-impact journals
in economics. We analyze recommendations by referees and
the decisions by editors, benchmarking them against a simple
model in which editors maximize the expected quality of the
papers they publish and citations are an unbiased measure of
quality.

This simple model is consistent with several key features
of the editorial decision process, including the systematic re-
lationship between referee assessments, future citations, and
the probability of an R&R decision, and the fact that R&R
papers receive higher citations than those that are rejected,
conditional on the referees’ recommendations.

Nevertheless, there are two important deviations from this
benchmark. On the referee side, certain paper characteristics
are strongly correlated with future citations, controlling for
the referee recommendation. This suggests that referees im-
pose higher standards on certain types of papers or that they
discount the future citations for these papers. In particular,
referees appear to substantially discount the future citations
that will be received by more prolific authors. Editors exhibit
a similar penalty in both their revise-and-resubmit decisions
and the desk-reject decisions.

We consider two main interpretations for this first devia-
tion. Citations may be inflated measures of quality for pro-
lific authors, leading referees and editors to discount their

citations. Alternatively, citations may be appropriate mea-
sures of quality, but referees and editors set a lower quality
threshold for less prolific authors, perhaps reflecting a de-
sire to help these authors. While our main analysis cannot
separate the two interpretations, the results from a survey of
economists asked to evaluate the quality of pairs of papers are
most consistent with the explanation that referees and editors
are effectively easing entry into the discipline for younger
and less established authors. Nonetheless, we acknowledge
the limitations of this indirect piece of evidence.

The second key deviation is that the editors put more
weight on the recommendations of more prolific referees,
even though these referees’ recommendations are no more
predictive of future citations. We consider two main inter-
pretations: editors may have inaccurate beliefs about the in-
formativeness of prolific referees, or their choices may reveal
a desire not to disagree with prolific referees. A survey of ed-
itors and faculty supports the first interpretation: both editors
and faculty expect prolific referees to be more informative.

We view this just as a step in the direction of understanding
the functioning of scientific journals, with many questions re-
maining. For example, are there similar patterns of citation
discounting in other disciplines? Okike et al. (2016) provide
some evidence from a medical journal of favoritism toward
prolific authors, a finding different from ours. Other impor-
tant questions concern the initial selection of referees and the
dynamic process by which editors decide whether to reach
a decision with the reports received so far or wait for addi-
tional opinions. It is also important to consider if the editorial
process is gender-blind, a topic that we address in Card et al.
(2020), building on the framework in this paper. We hope that
future research will be able to further address these and other
questions.
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